in association with RAF Museum and the RAF100 Appeal, the RAF Centenary Anthology will commemorate a hundred years of service and sacrifice, whilst celebrating the spirit and values of the people who have contributed to the RAF story.
The RAF Centenary Anthology will consist of over 650 pages of documents, orders, operational reports, maps, air diagrams, diaries, letters and ephemera, recording RAF life over its first 100 years. It will measure an impressive 39 x 27 cm, in order that original documentation can be reproduced full size.

A team based at the RAF Museum has been working over the last year, identifying and assessing material and photographs from the RAF Museum archives and the Air Historical Branch in order to create the ultimate documentary history of the Service. There will be a specially written introduction to each chapter and extensive footnotes throughout to guide the reader.

From General Smut’s memorandum on the need for an air force to the latest air actions, the book presents both a history of the Service and a series of fascinating glimpses into RAF life, operations and policy. Among the many extraordinary documents included in the book are the leaflet dropped over German lines telling them of Von Richthofen’s death, the tragic last written note from Arthur Aaron VC and the secret clandestine letters from an imprisoned Douglas Bader.

The book is now offered at a special subscriber discount to supporters of the RAF and the RAF charities.

Supporters can secure a copy by completing the form and sending a deposit. Once sufficient subscriptions have been received the book will go into production with delivery planned for early 2018 in time for the anniversary. All subscribers will have their names listed in the book.

The entire edition is limited to just 1500 copies worldwide and books will be allocated on a strictly first come first served basis. Supporters who wish to purchase a copy are urged to do so as soon as possible, as once the subscriber offer closes, copies will be made available to the public at full price.
THE CENTENARY EDITION

The Centenary Edition will be hand bound on nickel posts with a dark blue quarter leather spine and reinforced boards covered in a library buckram book cloth in RAF blue.

The cover itself is blocked with the roundel, the dates and a pattern of rivets in a design based on an aircraft wing. The pattern extends over the leather spine, which is also embossed in silver with the RAF badge.

Each copy will be presented in a bespoke slipcase covered in library buckram in RAF blue, which serves to protect the book. The slipcase is die-cut to reveal the roundel on the book’s cover.

All the documents and images will be scanned at ultra-high resolution to ensure the best possible reproduction and the book will be printed on a specially made, acid free, archival quality paper at our award-winning printers in the UK. This enables us to display the original documents in full size and with stunning clarity.

The effect will be that of an enormous scrapbook combining some of the key documents from RAF history with many of the most extraordinary, many have never been published before.

The Centenary Edition will be strictly limited to just 1250 copies worldwide and will be allocated on a first-come-first-served basis.

Each subscriber will have their name listed in the book.

The Centenary Edition which retails at £975 is offered to subscribers at £750. Subscribers can secure a book with a deposit of £400; the balance of £350 will be payable prior to delivery in 2018.

From the First World War to the Battle of Britain and the modern day, the Centenary Edition will tell the full story of the Royal Air Force.
There will be 250 Signed Editions in five different versions. Each represents an iconic aircraft and is signed by three pilots or crew from that aircraft, respectively: the Spitfire, the Lancaster, the Vulcan, the Harrier and the Tornado.

Each of the different Signed Editions will be fully bound in leather by hand in navy and RAF blue leathers over reinforced boards using brass posts. The cover will have the roundel inlaid in red, white and blue leathers and the cover and spine will be embossed in gold. Each book will be presented in a specially made solander box.

Each Signed Edition will carry a signature page featuring the biographies and an in-service photograph of each of the three pilots or crew members that have signed the book.

In addition there will be some 20 extra pages featuring unique material on the featured aircraft including air diagrams, cockpit layouts, sectional drawings, handling notes and iconic images from the Museum’s art and photography collections.

The Signed Editions are limited to a total of just 250 copies worldwide and will be allocated on a strictly first-come-first-served basis.

Each subscriber will have their name listed in the book.

Forged in the crucible of the First World War the story of the Royal Air Force spans 100 years.

The Signed Editions which retail at £1995 are offered to subscribers at £1450. Subscribers can secure a book with a deposit of £800, the balance of £650 will be payable prior to delivery in 2018.
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<th>EDITIONS</th>
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<th>DEPOSIT</th>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CENTENARY</td>
<td>£975.00</td>
<td>£750.00</td>
<td>£400.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGNED EDITIONS</td>
<td>£1,995.00</td>
<td>£1,450.00</td>
<td>£800.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPITFIRE</td>
<td>£1,995.00</td>
<td>£1,450.00</td>
<td>£800.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANCASTER</td>
<td>£1,995.00</td>
<td>£1,450.00</td>
<td>£800.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VULCAN</td>
<td>£1,995.00</td>
<td>£1,450.00</td>
<td>£800.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRIER</td>
<td>£1,995.00</td>
<td>£1,450.00</td>
<td>£800.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TORNADO</td>
<td>£1,995.00</td>
<td>£1,450.00</td>
<td>£800.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1. DEFINITIONS

1.1 In these Conditions:

- “Buyer” means the person, firm or company as described in the order.
- “Conditions” means the standard terms and conditions of purchase set out in this document and includes any varied or special terms and conditions agreed in writing between Extraordinary Editions Limited and the Buyer.
- “Order” means the order form provided by Extraordinary Editions Limited or any written order of the Buyer which is accepted by Extraordinary Editions Limited.
- “Book” means the edition or editions ordered.

2. GENERAL BASIS OF SALE

2.1 The placing of an Order by the Buyer for the Book shall constitute acceptance of these Conditions.

2.2 No Order submitted by the Buyer shall be accepted by Extraordinary Editions Limited unless and until confirmed in writing by Extraordinary Editions Limited. A receipt for payment/acknowledgement of the Buyer's order will be issued within 30 days of receipt of the order with payment.

2.3 No Order, which has been accepted by Extraordinary Editions Limited, may be cancelled or altered by the Buyer without the agreement in writing of Extraordinary Editions Limited.

2.4 Numbered copies of the Book will be allocated to the Buyers on a first come first served basis.

2.5 In the event that the Book does not go into production subscribers will be refunded their full subscription.

3. DELIVERY

3.1 Delivery of the Book shall be made, only after payment is received, and only to the address set out by the Buyer on the Order form. If the Buyer wishes to change that address they should contact Extraordinary Editions Limited who will confirm the change of delivery address in writing to the address on the Order form. Books paid for by card will only be delivered to the address to which the card is registered.

3.2 Delivery will be made within eight weeks of publication and of receipt by Extraordinary Editions Limited of the final payment. Any delay in delivery will be notified to the Buyer.

3.3 If the Buyer fails to take delivery of the Book or fails to give Extraordinary Editions Limited adequate delivery instructions Extraordinary Editions Limited may:

3.3.1 Store the Book until actual delivery and charge the Buyer for reasonable costs of storage (including insurance) together with any additional delivery costs; or

3.3.2 Sell the Book to another customer and, (after deducting all reasonable storage and selling expenses) account to the Buyer for the amount subscribed less any additional costs incurred by Extraordinary Editions Limited.

3.4 Delivery, packing and insurance costs referred to on the Order form relate to the listed territories only. Buyers from outside these territories should contact Extraordinary Editions Limited for a delivery quote. Details of postage and packaging can also be found on our website: www.extraordinaryeditions.com.

3.5 Buyers are advised to check the Book upon delivery. In the unlikely event that there is any damage to the Book Extraordinary Editions Limited will not accept claims unless notified within seven days of delivery.

3.6 Any sales or local taxes are payable by the Buyer and not by Extraordinary Editions Limited.

4. RISKS AND PROPERTY

4.1 Risk of damage or loss of the Book shall pass to the Buyer upon delivery.

4.2 The Book is large and heavy. The Buyer is advised to take care when handling or transporting it. Extraordinary Editions Limited will not be held responsible for any damage caused to individuals or property arising out of its size or weight.

PRIVACY POLICY/DATA PROTECTION

Extraordinary Editions Limited will not transfer any details of the Buyer to any third party unless required to do so by law.

No financial details of the Buyer will be retained once The Book has been delivered, except as required by law.

Tick here to sign up to the Museum’s RAF Centenary E-newsletter.